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Housing rules
For many of you your living experiences while in Switzerland will form a significant part of your cultural exchange
while here. In order to help make this experience a positive one, the housing office has provided these guidelines
to assist you in this transition.
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Students who arrange housing through the university's housing office are required to purchase insurance. Cost for
one semester CHF 28.GENERAL HOUSING GUIDELINES
Keep in mind that after 22.00 noise should be kept to a minimum. Too much noise can result in a police complaint
with a fine.
Do your best to adapt to your surroundings and be mindful that there are other people living in your apartment
and building. Your living experience is also part of your cultural exchange experience so do what you can to make
it as positive as possible.
Please do not leave cigarette butts or other used items in the street, sidewalk, stairwell or at the entrance area of
your house.
The laundry area including the machines should be left clean and orderly. Don't leave your laundry hanging up once
it's dried. Empty washing machine when finished. Please use your own detergent for the washing machine.
CLEANING INSPECTION
The housing office will visit student residences twice during rental period, to inspect the overall standard of
cleanliness. Residents will be notified in advance of each visit. If the residences are not in acceptable condition
according to the housing office, the Housing Office will employ a cleaning service to bring the residence to a
condition ready for occupancy. The costs for this service will be at the expense of the residents. Cleaning products
with instructions on how to use are provided for your convenience. Please use.
GARBAGE DISPOSAL
Please keep in mind the regulations regarding proper disposal of your garbage, including garbage pick-up schedule,
garbage bags, etc. Refer to your disposal calendar and regulations included in your welcome package.
You are responsible for your own garbage waste.
Deposit your garbage in the designated area of your building. Place your garbage out on the correct day of
collection. In each apartment/house there is a timetable of dates when your garbage will be collected. Failure to
place your garbage along the footpath of your residence or placed in designated steel containers (very limited –
not every house has this container) for the garbage men to collect will result in a fine from the housing office. We
would therefore have to send out the caretaker to dispose of the garbage correctly.
Not included are costs for waste collection. Residents are responsible for purchasing the appropriate (taxed)
garbage bags at their own cost. The bags can be bought at most supermarkets (please ask at the cashier desk). Do
not deposit your garbage in public receptacles. In these cases the garbage will be opened, the "offenders" identified
and fines of at least CHF 100.- will be charged by the police of St.Gallen!
Storing your garbage in your living area or in the hallways of your building for long periods of time will attract
unwanted "guests" - i.e., ants, cockroaches, rats or mice and their friends. Dispose of your garbage regularly! If
your apartment becomes infested, it is very costly to have your room and/or building disinfected and you will be
responsible for all related costs.
RECYCLING
Bring your recycling items to the recycling centre regularly. Consult the garbage regulations for information about
what is recyclable.
Recycling is not only environmentally responsible it will also mean that you have to use fewer of the
taxed garbage bags.
SMOKING
Smoking is not permitted in any rooms/apartments.
VISITORS & GUESTS
Apartments may not be "over inhabited". One visitor staying for 3 nights is permitted, the Housing office as well as
the other apartment residents must be notified and permitted.
In cases of unpermitted individuals residing in the apartment, the contract may be cancelled.

PARTIES
Inform neighbours in advance if you are having a party (if possible, invite them!) Please respect the other building
residents and do not have parties every night. Apartments must be cleaned after parties. If parties take place
outside and/or on balconies, these areas must be cleaned up as well.
DUTY OF CARE & RESPONSIBILITY
Treat your rented room/apartment with care. When renting a room/apartment you do have certain rights but also
certain responsibilities.
Rent must be paid at the beginning of your term.
Missing bed linen, mattress protector cover, duvet, pillows or other missing household items will result in a fine to
the lessee.
THE CORRECT WAY TO AIR YOUR ROOM/APARTMENT
In order to prevent mold or mildew damage in your room or apartment, please pay attention to the following
rules of conduct:
• air the room or apartment thoroughly (for at least 10 minutes) during or right after cooking or showering
• do not keep windows open all day during the heating months but air your room or apartment 3 to 5
times a day for about 5 minutes
• fogged up or steamed up windows/mirrors are a sign of too much moisture and air humidity and call for
better airing
Damages caused (mold or mildew) due to an overabundance of moisture/air humidity will not be covered by the
insurance and the tenant will be liable for all damages and charges for repairs
MOVING IN
Please complete the inventory list for your room/apartment within two weeks after moving in. An inventory is
necessary for the housing office to know what items may be missing or damaged before your arrival. Should a light
bulb not be working on your arrival then we shall change it.
MOVING OUT
You must make an appointment in advance of your departure with the Housing Office in order to return your
keys and complete moving out procedures. You will receive a separate email concerning your checkout.
When moving out, your room and apartment must be properly cleaned. This includes the following:
• your bedroom
• common areas in the apartment (arrange cleaning responsibilities with your roommates)
• windows
• floors
• surfaces and countertops
• bathroom
• kitchen (stove, oven, counters, etc.)
• refrigerator - must be emptied of all items and cleaned, freezer must be defrosted and cleaned.
Do not leave items such as boxes of unwanted clothing, books, etc. in the apartment. All personal items which are
left behind at the checkout will be disposed; no compensation will be paid.
All payments in context with the respective lease agreement must be settled by the end of the rental term.
Before moving out, the lessee must inform the Housing Office two weeks in advance of his/her departure date and
time.
At the end of the rental term, the lessee must thoroughly clean his/her room and apartment, including floors,
windows etc. Failure to do this will result in an invoice issued to the lessee. This also applies if the bed linen is
missing. The Housing Office will inspect the room and residence at the time of departure. If the room is not clean,
the lessor is entitled to have any such room cleaned at the expense of the lessee without any further notice. The
same applies in case of any defects caused by the lessee. Should the standard of cleanliness not meet the housing
manager’s requirements, or should there be unsettled invoices or damages in the apartment for which the lessee is
responsible, the Home University will be informed.
Moving out on weekends or on public holidays is not possible.
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Smoke Alarm – what to do if the alarm
starts peeping
The detector often gives false alarms. The alarm emits short beeps
regularly without anyone touching it. Should this happen then it is a sign
that the smoke alarm requires a test. The smoke alarm requires a monthly
check. Press and hold the test button on the smoke detector. It can take a
few seconds to begin, but a loud, ear-piercing siren should emanate from
the smoke detector while the button is pressed. If the sound is weak or
nonexistent, then the batteries need to be replaced. Once you have
preformed the test the short beeps will stop.

If you are unable to reach the smoke alarm then you
can use a broom handle or a mop stick. If you are
living in a studio then you will find a broom handle
or a mop stick in a cleaning cupboard on one of the
floors in the hallway of your building. While you're
up checking the battery every month, also brush or
vacuum the alarm to keep dirt and dust out of the
mechanism. Never use cleaning sprays or solvents
that can enter the unit and contaminate sensors.

It is strictly forbidden to manipulate or take off the smoke alarm
from the ceiling. You will be invoiced for the repair costs or costs
for replacement !
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How to avoid mold in the bathroom
To avoid mold in your room, please air on a regular basis.
DO NOT tilt the window. This kind of airing
produces mold!
The costs for removing mold and painting the
rooms new will be charged to you!
If the bathroom has no
window:

4 times a day air the rooms for so many minutes

 Leave the door open
after the shower as long
as possible and when
not using the bathroom.

right

wrong

Failure to adhere to this rule will result in mold developing. The costs
involved e.g. repainting the room will be between CHF 400.00 – 800.00.
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How to prepare your bed
1. Please place the mattress protector cover over the mattress.
0B

2. Sequently, put the fitted sheet above the mattress protector cover on
the mattress
1B

3. Then put the pillow INTO the pillow case cover and put the duvet
INTO the duvet cover.
2B

Congratulations, now we wish you comfortable nights in your bed!
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When leaving the apartment please:
1. Turn off all the lights.
- to avoid waste of energy
- to save money for lightbulbs

2. Close the windows to avoid damages
caused by water or wind.
1B

Even the weather is sunny, close the
windows, because weather can change
very quickly and it will be raining or wind
will start to blow.

3. Lock the apartment door
2B

Don't lose the keys!
3B

A replacement of the key costs at least
CHF 70.00 / key.

4B
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Mattress protection
Do not place wet towels or clothes on the bed!
It produces marks on the mattress even if you use the
mattress protector cover.
A replacement of a new mattress will cost between
CHF 250.00 – CHF 650.00)
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Problems with the vacuum cleaner (1)

What to do if the vacuum cleaner does not work anymore or makes
strange noises:

1. Open the cover of the
vacuum cleaner
2. Take out the filter/bag and
check if it's full
3. If the bag is full, through it
away and change it against a
new one.
4. Replace the filter with a new
one and try to hoover again.
5. Another possible disturbing
factor might lie in the tube of
the vacuum cleaner. Try to
find out if there is a blockage
in the tube.
6. If nothing helps, call the
Housing Office and ask for
advice.

Problems with the vacuum cleaner (2)
7. Once the vacuum cleaner is
full or almost full please
take out the old bag and
replace with a new bag.

8. Should you have no more
new bags for the vacuum
cleaner please report it to
the Housing Office with
photo of the type of bag and
we will give you a new one
housing@unisg.ch
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How to regulate the temperature
1. Look if there is a radiator in
your room

2. Turn the radiator
thermostat to the position 3
It takes time till the
temperature increases
3. If it is still too cold turn the radiator thermostat to a higher number
4. The temperature for living rooms and bed rooms should not
exceed 20 degrees Celsius
5. If the heater makes gurgling noise, please inform the Housing
Office.
6. If the heater is cold at the top and warm at the bottom, please
inform the Housing Office.
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How to operate the Rolling Shutters

When the shutter is open, it can disappear in the masonry and is therefore protected from
the effects of the weather. It will also provide you with complete darkness and a peaceful
night's sleep
To operate a tape drive start by grabbing the
handle attach to the tape. Grip the handle to apply
pressure to the tape and pull down to raise the
shutter. Repeat this process until you have the
shutter opened to the desired height. Lowering a
shutter works in the same fashion only in the
reserve order.

Adjust the handles by folding them out
for a comfortable operation. Be sure to
observe the shutters operation while
cranking. To make sure rolling the
shutter in the desired direction until
the proper amount of opening is
achieved.

Please do not pull the cord to hard, otherwise it
may break.

How to handle the tape/bar to open or close the shutters:

move up or
down - slowly

pull here

Do not release
the belt – hold it
when you close
the blind
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How to open a Swiss Window
Swiss windows open inwards, into the room

Closed and Locked Position

Tilted Position

Opening Position

Turn the handle to the "Closed and Locked Position" as in the picture above to
ensure a safely secure closed window.
Turn the handle to the "Tilted Position" and the window will tilt inwards as in the
picture above.
Turn the handle once and the window will open inwards from the side as in the
"Opening Position Picture" above, offering a large open space and plenty of
airflow, in providing proper ventilation into the room.
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How to change the light bulb
1. Lamp goes black

2. Turn off the light switch or
remove the plug from
socket

3. Screw out the light bulb and
screw the new light bulb
into the lamp

4. Turn on the light switch and
check if the light is working
again

The quickest way to get a new bulb is: Screw out the fused light
bulb, take it to the supermarket, buy a new one of the same type.
Come to our office with the receipt and we will reimburse you
the money.

Security Briefing
EVACUATION

FIRE
118

SOUND THE ALARM
Remain calm
Alert the Fire Department, Tel: 118
or use a fire alarm
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FIRST AID

LISTEN AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS
Follow the instructions of the
emergency personal

BASIC PRINCIPLES
Look (Survey the situation)
Think (Recognize dangers)
Act (Protect oneself, provide help)

WARN AND RESCUE
Provide Assistence
Warn those in danger
Rescue disabled and injured
persons

ALERT AND RESCUE
Don’t forget to assist disabled
persons

SOUND THE ALARM
Remain calm!
Ambulance, Tel: 144

EXTINGUISH
Use hand fire extinguishers and/or
Fire stations to fight the fire
Do not put yourself at risk!

LEAVE THE BUILDING
Follow the emergency exits
Do not use elevators
Take personal valuables with you

RESCUE
Only in case of acute danger
Work carefuly
Remove patients from the danger
zone

PROTECT
Close windows and doors when
leaving

EVACUATE THE PREMISES
Leave the premises immediately, do
not interfere with emergency services

PROVIDE HELP
Evaluate general condition
Protect oneself
Provide first aid

DO NOT USE ELEVATORS!

DO NOT REENTER
Do not return to the buildings in
danger
Follow the directions of the
emergency teams and Fire
Department/Police

PROVIDE CARE
Provide care until emergency service
providers arrive
Assist emergency service providers

x

External Emergency Numbers

Fire Department (Feuerwehr)
Police (Polizei)
Ambulance (Ambulanz)

118
117
144

144

Tel. Numbers in-house

office hours: 071 224 22 00
outside office hours (only in emergency cases): 058 360 36 66 (Service Line)

